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• What is Open Access?
– Benefits of Open Access
– Tri-Agency Policy
– Open Access Publishing
• Copyright Questions
– Author Addendum
– Creative Commons Licence
• Research Dissemination @Osgoode
• Research Metrics




What is Open Access?
















Library Open Access Posts







Benefits of Open Access
• Open Access removes not just 
financial and technical barriers from 
accessing research publications, it 
makes them available without 
geographical borders on the 
Internet.
• Open Access on a digital 
repository can provide access to all 






Flag from - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Canada
Tri-Agency Policy
Canadian Institute of Health Research 
(CIHR)
Natural Sciences and 
Engineering Research Council of 
Canada (NSERC)












Image: "How open access to research benefits us all" by opensourceway
Licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0 



















Image: "publish" by Sean MacEntee







































































negotiating your publishing contract it is important to consider retaining some of 
these rights and especially securing your right to a Green OA option. You’ll 
want to stipulate upfront that you want to archive your paper in an open 
repository like Osgoode Digital Commons. 
One way to do this is through an author addendum which proposes a 












Image: "Creative Commons a vessel ideas" by opensourceway









Image: "Creative Commons a vessel ideas" by opensourceway

















































































What is HeinOnline Author Profile?
• Profile of author's scholarly work in database
What it does
• Discipline specific to law
• Provides citation and metrics
• Links to ORCiD
Contact:

















• Indexes articles listed in your profile and published under 
your name
• Provides citations and metrics
How to access it
• You need a Google account





A multidisciplinary abstract and citation database that 
covers peer reviewed journals, conference proceedings and 
trade publications.
What it does
• Identifies and analyzes journals to read and submit to
• Creates faculty scholarship bibliographies
• Generates metrics/h-index, measures 
productivity/impact
• Used by funding agencies
• Connects to ORCiD
How to access it
• Available through OMNI




























• Open Access Explained [video]
• Off the Shelf [blog]
• Tri-Agency Open Access Policy on Publications
• Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) 
• Sherpa Romeo
• OpenDOAR
• CARL Guide to Authors Rights
• SPARC Author Rights
• Creative Commons Licenses
• SSRN: Legal Scholarship Network
• Osgoode Hall Law School Legal Studies Research Paper Series
• Osgoode Digital Commons
• Law Commons Network
• PlumX Metrics
• HeinOnline Author Profiles
• Google Scholar
• Scopus
• The ORCID Identifier
• ORCID-CA
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THANK YOU
The slides will be available on the Osgoode Digital Commons.
Thank you very much. We're happy to take your questions.
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